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Logistic Considerations of a Group Program or Product 
 

Assuming you have already determined the topic and goals of the course or 

product – including the modules or individual classes/lessons – and you are 

clear what the wonderful results will be for your clients that they desperately 
care about, some logistical decisions need to be considered: 

 
Type of Class – You’ll want to decide is this a smaller, say 5-week Teleclass 

or a larger, more in depth program like a 6-Month Academy?  (And there are 
a variety of sizes and scopes in between). A more in depth program will 

require more content, more training, more in between support, etc. – but 
will also command a higher price point.  A smaller Teleclass will command 

less in terms of the investment, but is easier to produce.   
 

Delivery of the Class – Is it a Webinar?  Teleclass series?  Is it live or pre-
recorded?  Does the class meet in person?  Or is it a combination of 

elements? 
 

Teaching Time – What percentage of each class will be devoted to teaching 

time (i.e. lecture-style). 
 

Discussion Time – How much will be discussion or “interactive” time, if 
any?  What would best meet the objectives of the course? 

 
Q and A – How will questions and answers be handled?  Will there be time 

at the end of each class for questions?  Or, will there be certain whole 
sessions dedicated to questions and answers?  Or both?  Can people email in 

questions or perhaps post them on a message board? 
 

In-Between Contact/Support – Will you provide any vehicle for people to 
get support in between scheduled classes?  I don’t recommend doing so for 

a smaller teleclass, but for a larger or longer duration course, an online 
forum for messages helps people stay connected and get questions 

answered in between scheduled sessions.  For higher end programs, you 

may even consider offering direct email access to you.  The rule of thumb is 
that the more connection to you and access between classes, the higher 

price point of the group program. 
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Support Materials – What handouts, scripts, templates, etc. will you 
include for participants?  Which ones go with which modules? 

 
Done For You Elements -- Does the course include any special services, 

for example “you get a basic website” or “you turn in one video of yourself 
and you get my personal critique”…? 

 
Recordings and/or Transcripts – Will recordings or transcripts be 

provided for everyone to keep in their “success library” and to support those 
who have to miss a class?  If you’re selling a product, will there be audios? 

Videos?  A workbook?  A transcript of you teaching?  Several of the above? 

 
Pricing – What have you decided to charge for this course or product?  

Please refer to the “Money Goal, Pricing, and Attendance” worksheet. 
 

Payment Plan – Will there be one?  If so, what? 
 

Early-bird Pricing – Will there be a period of early-bird pricing?  If so, 
make sure the early-bird pricing is the actual price you’ll be happy with – 

90% of your people will enroll during the reduced-price period!  And when 
will the early-bird pricing end?  (I usually recommend the Sunday night 

before the course starts). 
 

Bonuses and Incentives – What bonuses and incentives will you include to 
drive more sales of this program or product?  These can be special 

considerations or services everyone gets, or “the first “x” number get.” 

 
Guarantee – Is there a money-back guarantee?  For how long can someone 

participate and still get a refund (in other words, what is the refund 
deadline?).  Are there any qualifications that need to be satisfied for 

someone to get a refund? 
 

 


